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Bonus Chapter: Stolen By The Cursed Alien – Roxie Ray 

 

For this bonus chapter, I decided to expand on the moment at the end of Chapter 19, when Respen 

reveals that Miranda is his daughter. 

 

Miranda 

 

Respen's strange words seemed to hang in the oppressively hot air between us as I tried to make sense 

of them. They seemed so dizzying and incomprehensible that for a moment, I felt like my heatstroke 

had returned. 

 

Daughter. He'd called me his daughter. 

 

Why? 

 

I knew the Lunians were a race of seers and sorcerers. Maybe calling people who weren't actually 

related to them “sons” and “daughters” was some odd colloquialism of their people, the way Catholic 

priests were referred to on Earth as “Father?” Could that have been it? 

 

“'Daughter?!'” Dhimurs snarled at him. “What in the name of all the Succubi do you mean she's your 

'daughter,' you weird glowing bastard? That's impossible!” 

 

Well, so much for that theory. 

 

Respen seemed vaguely amused by Dhimurs' anger and confusion. “The universe is filled with 

infinitely more possibilities than are dreamt of in your philosophy, Dhimurs of Valkred. Soon, many of 

them will reveal themselves to you as you embark on your own journey of discovery and fulfillment. 

Until then, you may trust in this: Miranda Barnes is indeed my direct offspring.” 

 

“My mother told me that my dad left before I was born,” I said softly. 

 

“That is regrettably accurate,” Respen replied. “I dearly wished to remain and watch you grow up, but 

alas, that was not an option for me. I was forced to return to Yuluna. And once I had, I felt it would only 

be disruptive to your lives if I returned. Especially since the authorities on your planet, although willing 

to turn a blind eye to the occasional abduction by the Valkred and others who trade in slaves, take a dim 

view of visits from Lunians. They are frightened by our powers and insights. As, perhaps, they should 

be. I must confess that not all the members of my race are known for their good intentions or their 

benevolence.” 

 

“But...if any of this were true...then surely, my mom would have told me...” 

 

The corners of Respen's mouth twitched with mirth. “Would have told you what, precisely? That your 

father was not just an alien, but a 'space wizard,' as you so charmingly think of me? If she had revealed 

such matters to you, how do you think things would have played out afterward, hmm? She was 

concerned about being perceived as mentally unbalanced – as she should have been, given how poorly 

and cruelly your planet treats those diagnosed with such maladies.” 

 

I had to admit, that made sense. I'd spent my entire life with those same fears. 

 



“And even if that had not happened,” Respen continued, “even if her bizarre claims had been taken 

seriously, the results would have been far worse. Your world's ruling class would have done anything to 

ensure that she was swiftly silenced, to prevent the forbidden knowledge of alien worlds and 

civilizations from spreading among the lower classes...which might have led to rioting, revolution, a 

sudden imbalance of power they could not tolerate. Earth's elite thrive best when its poor remain 

ignorant. This has always been true, since long before they learned of the existence of intelligent life on 

other planets.” 

 

“That wasn't the whole reason either, though, was it?” I mused. 

 

He broke into a wide grin, his skin glowing even brighter. “Very good, daughter. I see that your wisdom 

and intuition have developed wonderfully, even in my absence. The gravest consequence of such 

revelations would be those that have concerned you ever since you began this journey with Zark: That, 

having learned of your lineage, those in power would seek to harness your formidable abilities to 

further their own petty goals. They would have gladly stolen your freedom, your will, your very mind, 

and turned you into one more method of controlling and subjugating those beneath them. Then others 

would come, from other worlds, attempting to steal you away from your human masters for their foul 

purposes. You would no longer have been a person. You would have been a commodity, a tool, even a 

weapon. By speaking aloud the truth of your bloodline, your mother would have surely doomed you – 

and perhaps your entire planet as well.” 

 

“Still, everything I've been through my whole life.” My own voice sounded like it was coming from 

miles away. The world was shrinking around me, as though I was looking at it through the wrong end 

of a telescope. “Not knowing why I was the way I was – whether I was insane, or some kind of freak of 

genetics. Always wondering who my dad was, why he left without ever even holding me...” 

 

“Yes,” Respen said sadly. “Day after day, year after year of your life...looking at strangers from across 

streets and rooms, seeking out physical resemblances, asking yourself whether any of these men might 

be your true father. Always searching for the missing piece that would solve the puzzle of your 

existence, and allow you to finally feel complete for the first time in your life. I watched these things 

from a very great distance, and my heart broke for you. I can do many things, appear and exist in many 

places, yet I could do nothing to heal your pain.” 

 

“But you're supposed to be the most powerful person in the whole fucking galaxy!” I insisted. 

“Couldn't you have, I don't know, reached out to me somehow?” 

 

“Look around you, daughter. Look at where you've been, where you are, how you came to be here. I 

was reaching out for you, the whole time. Seeking out and following the hidden arcs of the universe as 

best I could to bring you to me, knowing that the closer you came to finding me, the more your abilities 

would develop and take you the rest of the way. All of this was by design.” 

 

“Hey, this is all fascinating,” Dhimurs said sourly, “but every moment that we spend wasting time up 

here with a lot of metaphysical nonsense and reminiscing, Zark gets closer to being captured by Torqa 

and strung up by his damn wings. So half-Lunian or not, this little family reunion of yours is going to 

have to wait. I've tried to contact the nearest Valkredian forces, but they're a couple of star systems 

away. Even at top speeds, they'll never make it in time. We need to come up with some plan for how 

two Valkredians and a human female can possibly overcome a small army of heavily-armed 

mercenaries. Unless Respen here is planning to magic up some solution for us, that is.” 

 



Respen turned to Dhimurs again. “There is no need for you to risk your lives against such superior 

numbers. The reinforcements you require are already right here on the planet's surface. You need only 

request their aid.” 

 

Dhimurs growled. “Damn it, you obtuse glow worm, stop speaking in riddles! If you have something to 

say to me, then say it!” 

 

“I believe I can do better than that.” 

 

Respen took a step forward and put his thumb in the center of Dhimurs' forehead. 

 

“What...stop it...what are...you...” Dhimurs sputtered. 

 

Then he fell silent for a moment. 

 

When Respen withdrew his thumb, Dhimurs nodded briskly, turning to Surge. “Let's go. I know what 

we have to do now.” 

 

“Oh?” Surge asked. “What's that?” 

 

“Come on. I'll explain on the way.” 

 

They hopped into the vehicle and sped off together, spraying up another fantail of red dust. Within 

minutes, they'd disappeared over the horizon. 

 

“Whatever you just did, thank you,” I said. 

 

Respen shook his head. “There is no need for gratitude. I simply illuminated an option he had not yet 

thought of. Unfortunately, in his eagerness to accept it, he neglected to consider the price – which, I'm 

afraid, will be quite steep, as he is doomed to learn shortly.” 

 

Even in the terrible heat, a chill ran up my spine at Respen's words. Somehow, I could sense the larger 

cosmic truth behind them. Still, there were too many other things for me to deal with right now. My 

head was spinning from everything he'd said to me. 

 

“So okay, I'm half-Lunian,” I said shakily. “Now what? What can I do with that? How can I use it to 

help Zark?” 

 

“You are unique in all the universe, Miranda Barnes,” Respen intoned solemnly. “You alone have a fate 

that has allowed you to span three worlds in your lifetime: Earth, Yuluna, and now Valkred. This is a 

gift that you can only begin to fully understand – though in time, you will. Torqa's power is stolen, 

greedily siphoned from an artifact she can barely begin to comprehend or wield. But yours has been 

bestowed upon you by destiny. Even I cannot say why, or what it will eventually mean for you or the 

cosmos. But it is significant. It will arm you against Torqa's evil, if you will only open yourself to it.” 

 

“How do I do that? Tell me!” I pleaded. 

 

Respen stepped toward me, placing his fingertips on my temples lightly. I felt the energy throbbing 

from him into me, and my thoughts sharpened to crystal clarity. 



 

“Open your mind, daughter. To me. To the universe. To your truth, your oneness, individual path. You 

will find the way.” 

 

I closed my eyes and focused. A swirling mass of stars appeared behind my eyelids – churning, roiling, 

bursting in all directions with a raw natural fury I'd never experienced before. It was frightening in its 

vastness, and I felt like a floating speck of dust before it, a mote drifting past the eye of a god. 

 

The realization came to me suddenly: I was witnessing the birth of all reality. 

 

A single chunk of burning rock spun into view, its edges cooling and smoothing over countless eons 

until I recognized it as Valkred – but primordial, prehistoric. Water developed on it in the blink of an 

eye. Continents separated and formed. Plants burst into frenzied life, growing and dying and growing 

again. Creatures crawled from the oceans, evolved into multi-legged beings, then stood and developed 

into early Valkredians. City-states rose and fell. Civilizations emerged, clamoring over each other in a 

seemingly endless chain of violence and conquest. Minerals were mined, heated, hammered, shaped 

and sharpened, until...until... 

 

I opened my eyes, gasping for breath and looking down at my own body. It was covered in an elaborate 

suit of armor from Valkred's first golden age of warriors. The fingers of the gauntlets curved into 

wicked claws, and in them, I was holding a blaster etched with ceremonial markings. 

 

Respen nodded slowly. “Now, daughter. Now you are ready.” 


